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Fuzzy System Learned Through Fuzzy Clustering
and Support Vector Machine for Human

Skin Color Segmentation
Chia-Feng Juang, Member, IEEE, Shih-Hsuan Chiu, and Shen-Jie Shiu

Abstract—This paper proposes a Fuzzy System learned through
Fuzzy Clustering and Support Vector Machine (FS-FCSVM).
The FS-FCSVM is a fuzzy system constructed by fuzzy if-then
rules with fuzzy singletons in the consequence. The structure
of FS-FCSVM is constructed by fuzzy clustering on the input
data, which helps to reduce the number of rules. Parameters in
FS-FCSVM are learned through a support vector machine (SVM)
for the purpose of achieving higher generalization ability. In con-
trast to nonlinear kernel-based SVM or some other fuzzy systems
with a support vector learning mechanism, both the number of
parameters/rules in FS-FCSVM and the computation time are
much smaller. FS-FCSVM is applied to skin color segmentation.
For color information representation, different types of features
based on scaled hue and saturation color space are used. Com-
parisons with a fuzzy neural network, the Gaussian kernel SVM,
and mixture of Gaussian classifiers are performed to show the
advantage of FS-FCSVM.

Index Terms—Color segmentation, fuzzy clustering, fuzzy
neural network (FNN), mixture of Gaussian classifier (MGC),
structure learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

COLOR image segmentation can be viewed as a clas-

sification problem based on color and spatial features.

Color information appearing in an image is an important fea-

ture for human vision to cluster desired objects. Color image

segmentation [1], [2] is a critical and essential component

of image analysis and pattern recognition; moreover, it is

one of the most difficult tasks in color image processing.

It also determines the quality of the final result of analysis.

For skin segmentation, the main advantage of using color

information is that segmentation is independent of its size and

position within the image. Generally, approaches for skin color

segmentation include the following categories: 1) histograms

[3]–[5]; 2) statistical learning [6]–[8]; and 3) neural networks

[8]–[11]. For histogram skin classifiers (HSC) [4], the main

drawback is that a huge amount of training data is usually
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required. Of the statistical learning approaches, the most widely

used is the mixture of Gaussian classifier (MGC) trained by

the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm. MGC trained

by the EM algorithm may generalize well based on a smaller

amount of training data than HSC. However, the training per-

formance of the EM algorithm may not be good enough. With

neural network approaches, the training performance is usually

good. However, the generalization ability may be poor due to

overtraining.

The fuzzy neural network (FNN) [13], [14] and support vec-

tor machine (SVM) [15]–[17] are two types of computational

intelligence techniques with high capacity and efficiency. For

FNN, the parameters are learned by minimizing only the train-

ing error (or empirical risk), which does not imply a small test

error. Thus, generalization performance may be poor when the

FNN is overtrained. The SVM is a new and powerful network,

whose formulation of learning is based on the principle of

structural risk minimization. Instead of minimizing an objective

function based on the training, the SVM attempts to minimize

a bound on the generalization error. SVMs have gained wide

acceptance due to their high generalization ability over a wide

range of applications and to their better performance than other

traditional learning machines, such as radial basis function

networks [18] or backpropagation neural networks [19].

The learning of fuzzy rules based on SVM has been pre-

viously proposed [19], [20]. In these studies, fuzzy rules are

generated by a Gaussian kernel SVM, where a support vector

(SV) is regarded as a fuzzy rule. Although fuzzy rules are

automatically generated, the number of fuzzy rules is equal to

the number of SVs, which is usually very large, particularly

for the skin-color segmentation problem studied in this paper.

For this problem, we propose a Fuzzy System learned through

Fuzzy Clustering and Support Vector Machine (FS-FCSVM).

FS-FCSVM is a fuzzy system whose structure is generated

via fuzzy clustering on the input data, and the consequent

part parameters are trained by SVM to improve the system

generalization performance. It is applied to skin color segmen-

tation, where the scaled hue and saturation (hS) values are used

as color features and fed as classifier inputs. Advantages of

FS-FCSVM are verified through comparisons with an FNN and

SVM on the segmentation problem.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the color

feature used for skin color segmentation is described. Structure

of the FS-FCSVM is introduced in Section III. Structure and

parameter learning of FS-FCSVM are introduced in Sections IV

1083-4427/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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and V, respectively. Experimental results are presented in

Section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. COLOR FEATURE FOR SEGMENTATION

Three numerical components are necessary to describe a

color, as human vision is based on three types of color photo-

receptor cone cells. Color is perceived by humans as combi-

nations of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) which are usually

called three primary colors [21]. We can derive other kinds of

color spaces by using either linear or nonlinear transformations.

Linear transformations include YIQ (Y stands for the luma

component and I and Q are the chrominance components)

and YUV (U and V are the chrominance components), and

nonlinear transformations include YCrCb, hue, saturation, and

value (HSV), normalized RGB, etc. [2].

In this paper, color-based skin segmentation is studied. Image

segmentation refers to partitioning an image into different

regions that are homogeneous with respect to some image

features. Several color models have been proposed for skin

color segmentation, such as normalized RGB, YCrCb, and

HSV [22]. These color models are used because performing

the segmentation process in these spaces is not so sensitive to

changes in illumination [23]–[27]. In [23], normalized rg color

feature was used for skin color modeling. In [24] and [25],

different color features were tested and normalized color spaces

were suggested for skin color segmentation and face detection.

In [26], CrCb color feature was used for face detection. In [27],

an adaptive color space switching method for face tracking was

proposed. A test using five 2-D color features (RG, rg, HS,

YQ, and CbCr) showed that switching between the RG and

HS color features resulted in increased tracking performance.

In [28], the HSV color space was found to be better suited

than normalized rg color space for estimation and prediction

of skin-color distribution evolution in image sequences. The

studies above show that no color spaces can predominate for

all kinds of color images and segmentation methods. Selecting

the best color space is still one of the difficulties in color image

segmentation [22]. In this paper, choice of the HSV color space

was motivated by the results in [27] and [28].

The HSV color space separates the color information of an

image from its intensity information. RGB pixel values can

be transformed to the corresponding HSV entries using the

following three equations [21], [22]:

H1 = cos−1 0.5 [(R−G) + (R−B)]
√

(R−G)2 + (R−B)(G−B)

H =H1, if B ≤ G

H = 360 −H1, if B > G (1)

S =
Max(R,G,B) − Min(R,G,B)

Max(R,G,B)
(2)

V =
Max(R,G,B)

255
(3)

where 0 ≤ R,G,B ≤ 255. There are two advantages of the

HSV color space: 1) the brightness or lightness component

Fig. 1. Structure of the FS-FCSVM.

is irrelevant to chromatic information of the images and

2) the chromatic component consisting of hue and saturation is

intuitive. To eliminate the effect of lighting on the segmentation

performance, only HS color space is used in this paper. The HS

values are fed as inputs to FS-FCSVM. The original ranges of

H and S are [0, 360] and [0, 1], respectively. Before feeding HS

values to a classifier, the range of H is scaled to [0, 1], so that

its range is the same as S value. This scaled HS color values are

denoted as hS.

III. STRUCTURE OF FS-FCSVM

The structure of FS-FCSVM is shown in Fig. 1. Each rule in

FS-FCSVM has the following form:

Rule k :

IF x1 is Ak1 And, . . . ,And xn is Akn Then y′ is ak (4)

where ak is a fuzzy singleton, andAkj is a fuzzy set. The model

of this four-layered network is described as follows.

In Layer 1, each node corresponds to one input variable and

directly transmits input values to the next layer, thus requires

no computation. The labeled training data set S is supposed to

be as follows:

S =
{

(
⇀
x1, y1), (

⇀
x2, y2), . . . , (

⇀
xN , yN )

}

. (5)

In Layer 2, each node corresponds to one fuzzy set and

calculates a membership value. In this layer, fuzzy set Akj is

employed with the following Gaussian membership function:

Mkj(xj) = exp

{

−

(

(xj −mkj)
2

σ2
k

)}

(6)

where mkj and σk denote the center and width of the fuzzy

set, respectively. This Gaussian membership function has been

widely used in neural fuzzy systems [13]. Here, for each

fuzzy set connected to node k, the width is the same and is

denoted as σk.
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In Layer 3, each node represents a fuzzy logic rule and

performs antecedent matching of this rule using the following

AND operation:

µk(
⇀
x) =

n
∏

j=1

Mkj(xj)

= exp







−
n

∑

j=1

[

(xj −mkj)
2

σ2
k

]







= exp

{

−
‖

⇀
x −

⇀
mk ‖2

σ2
k

}

(7)

where
⇀
x= [x1, . . . , xn]T , and

⇀
mk= [mk1, . . . ,mkn]T .

In Layer 4, each node corresponds to one output variable.

Here, the simple weighted sum is used for the defuzzification

operation. The node integrates all the actions recommended by

Layer 3 plus a bias. Thus, the output can be written as

y′ =

r
∑

k=1

ak · exp

{

−
‖

⇀
x −

⇀
mk ‖2

σ2
k

}

+ b

=

r
∑

k=1

ak · µk(
⇀
x) + b. (8)

A bias term b is included in this layer to account for the

bias term in the linear SVM which is used to solve the free

parameters in this layer.

FS-FCSVM is proposed in order to combine advantages

and eliminate disadvantages of both FNN and SVM, as an-

alyzed below. In FNN, the learning is based on empirical

risk minimization (or minimizing only the training error), so

its generalization ability is not as good as SVM. However,

the number of parameters (or rules) in an FNN is usually

smaller than in an SVM. In SVM, the learning is based

on structural risk minimization (or test error minimization),

so its generalization ability is usually higher than FNN, but

the number of parameters (or number of SVs) in a SVM

is usually much larger than in an FNN. In contrast to FNN

and SVM, FS-FCSVM is trained to characterize with high

generalization ability and small network size at the same

time. To achieve this objective, structure and parameters in

FS-FCSVM are trained by fuzzy clustering and SVM, respec-

tively. Details of the learning processes are introduced in the

following two sections.

IV. STRUCTURE LEARNING

The objective of structure learning is the partitioning of

the input space, which influences the number of fuzzy rules

generated. The concept of the clustering algorithm in [14] is

used, except that the cluster alignment process is discarded.

The used clustering algorithm is a one-pass algorithm that

can quickly determine the antecedent part. The firing strength

µk(
⇀
x) in (7) is used as the criterion to decide if a new fuzzy

rule will be generated. For the first incoming data
⇀
x (0), a new

fuzzy rule is generated, with the center and width of Gaussian

membership function assigned as

m1j = xj(0), for j = 1, . . . , n, and σ1 = σinit (9)

where σinit is a prespecified value that determines the initial

width of the first cluster. For the succeeding incoming data
⇀
x (t), find

K = arg max
1≤k≤r(t)

µk

(

⇀
x (t)

)

(10)

where r(t) is the number of existing rules at time t. If µK ≤
µth, then a new rule is generated, where µth ∈ (0, 1) is a

prespecified threshold. A larger value of Fin generates a higher

number of rules. In general, a higher number of rules results in

a smaller training error. However, when the rule number is too

large, the improvement is limited. In this paper, parameter µth

is heuristically chosen according to the above rule of thumb.

Once a new rule is generated, the next step is to assign centers

and widths of the corresponding membership functions. Here,

these values are assigned by

⇀
m(r(t)+1)=

⇀
x (t) (11)

σ(r(t)+1) = 0.5 ·
‖

⇀
x −

⇀
mK ‖2

σ2
K

(12)

where the width σ is assigned to be half the distance between

the input variable and cluster K. Equation (12) shows that the

width of each fuzzy set in the same rule (cluster) is identical

and that this is not the case for fuzzy sets in different fuzzy

rules. In [14], the widths of each cluster are further tuned by

neural learning. That is, the widths of each fuzzy set in the

same rule are different after learning, totally resulting in nr
widths. Therefore, cluster alignment is performed to reduce the

number of fuzzy sets (parameters) in the antecedent part in [14].

In FS-FCSVM, only the consequent part parameters are tuned

by SVM, and r widths are recorded for r rules after learning.

Thus, the cluster alignment algorithm in [14] is not used in

FS-FCSVM.

V. PARAMETER LEARNING

The structure of FS-FCSVM is learned via fuzzy clustering

on the input data. As to the consequent part parameters, i.e., the

ak values, they are determined by SVM. In this section, basic

concepts of classification by SVM [17] are described followed

by the consequent parameter learning by SVM.

A. Classification by SVM

Suppose we are given a set S of the labeled training set,

S = {(
⇀
x1, y1), (

⇀
x2, y2), . . . , (

⇀
xN , yN )}, where

⇀
x i∈ R

n, and

yi ∈ {+1,−1}. The SVM learning approach attempts to find

the hyperplane
⇀
w

T ⇀
x + b = 0 defined by

⇀
w∈ R

n and b ∈ R,

such that we can separate the data according to the following

decision function:

f(
⇀
x) = sign(

⇀
w

T ⇀
x +b). (13)
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Considering that the training data are linearly nonseparable, the

goal of the SVM is to find an optimal hyperplane such that

yi

(

⇀
w

T ⇀
x i + b

)

≥ 1 − ξi, i = 1, . . . , N (14)

where ξi ≥ 0 is a slack variable, with ξi > 1 denoting data

misclassification. Now, the goal of the SVM is to find a sep-

aration hyperplane for which the misclassification error can

be minimized while maximizing the margin of separation.

Finding an optimal hyperplane requires solving the following

constrained optimization problem:

Minw,ξ

1

2

⇀
w

T ⇀
w +C

N
∑

i=1

ξi

Subject to yi

(

⇀
w

T ⇀
x i + b

)

≥ 1 − ξi (15)

where C is a user-defined positive parameter, and
∑

ξi is an

upper bound on the number of training errors. Parameter C
controls the tradeoff between error and margin, and a larger

value of C corresponds to assigning a higher penalty to errors.

By forming the Lagrangian, the primal problem in (15) can be

converted into the following equivalent dual problem [17]:

Maxα L(α) =

N
∑

i=1

αi −
1

2

N
∑

i,j=1

αiαjyiyj〈
⇀
x i,

⇀
x j〉

Subject to

N
∑

i=1

αiyi = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C (16)

where α is Lagrange multiplier and

⇀
w=

N
∑

i=1

αiyi
⇀
x i. (17)

After solving (16), we have the final hyperplane decision func-

tion as follows:

f(
⇀
x) = sign(

⇀
w

T ⇀
x + b)

= sign

(

N
∑

i=1

yiαi〈
⇀
x,

⇀
x i〉 + b

)

= sign

(

∑

i∈SV

yiαi〈
⇀
x,

⇀
x i〉 + b

)

(18)

where the training samples for which αi �= 0 are SVs. Detailed

derivation process can be found in [17].

The above linear SVM can be readily extended to a nonlinear

classifier by using a nonlinear operator Φ to map the input data

into a higher dimensional feature space. When
⇀
x is replaced by

its mapping in the feature space Φ, the dual optimal problem in

(16) becomes

Maxα L(α) =

N
∑

i=1

αi −
1

2

N
∑

i,j=1

αiαjyiyjΦ(
⇀
x i)Φ(

⇀
x j)

Subject to

N
∑

i=1

αiyi = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C. (19)

After solving (19), the decision function can be written as

f(
⇀
x) = sign

(

N
∑

i=1

yiαi

〈

Φ(
⇀
x),Φ(

⇀
x i)

〉

+ b

)

=sign

(

N
∑

i=1

yiαiK(
⇀
x,

⇀
x i) + b

)

=sign

(

∑

i∈SV

yiαiK(
⇀
x,

⇀
x i) + b

)

=sign

(

∑

i∈SV

w′
iK(

⇀
x,

⇀
x i) + b

)

(20)

where w′
i = αiyi. Equation (20) shows that the number of w′

i

parameters is equal to the number of SVs, which is usually

very large. There are many kernel functions that can be used,

such as the polynomial kernel and the Gaussian kernel with

K(
⇀
x,

⇀
x i) = exp(−‖

⇀
x −

⇀
x i ‖

2/σ2), but all of them must

satisfy Mercer’s theorem [17]. If a Gaussian kernel is used, (20)

can be written as

f(x) = sign

(

∑

i∈SV

w′
i exp

(

−
‖

⇀
x −

⇀
x i ‖

2

σ2

)

+ b

)

. (21)

B. Parameter Learning by SVM

This section introduces how linear SVM is applied to learn

consequent part parameters
⇀
a in FS-FCSVM. Each input entry

⇀
x is transformed to the firing strength feature vector

⇀
µ=

[µ1, µ2, . . . , µr] in Layer 3. The firing strength
⇀
µ is fed as input

for linear SVM learning, and the original training pairs in (5)

are represented by

S =
{(

⇀
µ (

⇀
x1), y1

)

,
(

⇀
µ (

⇀
x2), y2

)

, . . . ,
(

⇀
µ (

⇀
xN ), yN

)}

.

(22)

From (18) and (22), the following decision function can be

obtained:

f(
⇀
x) = sign

(

y′(
⇀
x)

)

= sign

(

N
∑

i=1

yiαi

〈

⇀
µ (

⇀
x),

⇀
µ (

⇀
x i)

〉

+ b

)

(23)
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Fig. 2. Examples of training images used for training in experiments 1–3.

where αi is solved by (16). After solving αi, the above equation

can be expressed as follows:

sign
(

y′(
⇀
x)

)

= sign

(

N
∑

i=1

yiαi

r
∑

k=1

µk(
⇀
x)µk(

⇀
x i) + b

)

= sign

(

r
∑

k=1

(

N
∑

i=1

yiαiµk(
⇀
x i)

)

µk(
⇀
x) + b

)

= sign

(

r
∑

k=1

akµk(
⇀
x) + b

)

= sign

(

r
∑

k=1

ak exp

(

−
‖

⇀
x −

⇀
mk ‖2

σ2
k

)

+ b

)

.

(24)

From the first line in (24), it can be found that numerous

operations are required to compute the final output y′(
⇀
x).

To reduce the operation numbers, coefficients of the variable

µk(
⇀
x) are combined from derivations in (24). The results in

the last two lines of (24) show that the operation number

is significantly reduced after rearranging the coefficients. The

output value y′(
⇀
x) is the same as the output of FS-FCSVM in

(8). That is, the consequent part parameter ak in FS-FCSVM is

solved, and

ak =

N
∑

i=1

yiαiµk(
⇀
x i)

=
∑

i∈SV

yiαiµk(
⇀
x i). (25)

Equation (25) shows that despite the number of SVs in the

linear SVM, only one single weight ak is recorded for each rule

after training. Thus, in (24), the memory required for storing

consequent parameters ak in FS-FCSVM depends only on the

fuzzy rule number r. Note that the parameter C in (15) should

be set a priori when a linear SVM is applied to FS-FCSVM

consequent parameters learning. As in general SVM learning,

the parameter C is heuristically chosen in this paper. That

is, different values of C are tried, and the one with the best

performance is chosen.

By comparing FS-FCSVM with Gaussian kernel SVM, it

can be found that there are two distinguishing characteristics of

FS-FCSVM, although both of them perform similar linear com-

bination of Gaussian functions. First, the widths of all Gaussian

kernels in Gaussian kernel SVM are the same [see (21)];

whereas in FS-FCSVM, the width σk varies for each Gaussian

function [see (24)]. Second, (21) shows that the number of

weights or Gaussian kernels in SVM is equal to the number

of SVs; whereas in FS-FCSVM, it is equal to the number of

fuzzy clusters. If the input variable dimension is n and there

are N ′ SVs in the Gaussian kernel SVM, then the total number

of parameters in it is N ′(n+ 1) + 1; whereas for FS-FCSVM

with r rule number, the total number of parameters is r(n+ 2).
In general, the number of SVs N ′ is much larger than rule

number r, as can be seen in the following image segmentation

problem, so the number of parameters in FS-FCSVM is much

smaller than SVM in application. This characteristic not only

helps to reduce memory but also improves computation speed.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two databases are used to test performance of the proposed

FS-FCSVM segmentation method. The first database contains

only yellow skin color, and the second database contains skin

color of different races. Experimental results are presented in

the following sections.

A. Yellow Skin Color Segmentation

Yellow skin color segmentation by FS-FCSVM is exper-

imented in this section. Training data are collected from

50 images with the resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, and the

percentage of all skin pixels (i.e., the global amount of skin

pixels divided by global amount of the pixels in the image)

is equal to 9.2031%. Six of the 50 training images are shown

in Fig. 2. To verify the generalization ability of the proposed

method, 500 images are used for testing, where each image

consists of 640 × 480 pixels. That is, there are 1.536 × 108

pixels in total, which should be enough for generalization

performance test. The percentage of skin pixels in these 500

test images is equal to 13.35%. Experiments are performed on

a personal computer with an Intel 2.0-GHz central processing

unit, Windows XP operating system, and the programs are

written in Visual C++. For performance evaluation, the true
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Fig. 3. Examples of testing images used in experiments 1–3.

skin color pixels in these test images are manually segmented.

Twelve of the 500 test images are shown in Fig. 3.

To measure the segmentation performance, the receiver oper-

ating characteristic (ROC) curve is used. In the following ROC

figures, the vertical axis is labeled as “detection rate (DR),”

which gives the fraction of skin pixels being correctly classified,

and the horizontal axis is labeled as “false positive rate (FPR),”

which gives the fraction of nonskin pixels being mistakenly

classified as skin. A larger area under the ROC curve means

a better segmentation performance.

Two types of color features are used in the experiments.

In experiment 1, the h and S values of each pixel are used.

In experiment 2, the average h and S values over a 10 × 10

nonoverlapping block of pixels are used. In experiment 3,

the average h and S values over a 10 × 10 block with the

consideration of neighboring block pixels are examined. It

was stated in [29] that variations in illumination chromaticity

in test databases are important for testing system robustness.

Experiments 4 and 5 test the performance sensitivity in real-life

conditions, using the images suffering from systematic color

appearance shifts (both lighter and darker).

For FS-FCSVM, structure learning coefficient µth and pa-

rameter learning coefficient C in the SVM should be assigned

in advance. In the following experiments, coefficient µth is set

to 0.75 according to a compromise between system size and

performance. The best coefficientC is found to be 20 according

to experiments on different C values.

Experiment 1: The h and S values of each pixel are directly

used as features in this experiment. One hundred skin color

pixels and 100 nonskin color pixels are randomly selected from

each of the 50 training images (i.e., 10 000 pixels were collected

for training). There are two inputs, i.e., h and S values, in the

FS-FCSVM. When the input is skin color, then the desired

output is “+1”; otherwise, the desired output is “−1.” When

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE METHODS USED IN EXPERIMENT 1

Fig. 4. ROC curves for test images with different segmentation methods using
h and S values in experiment 1.

Fig. 5. Segmentation results for the test images in Fig. 3 by FS-FCSVM using
h and S pixel values in experiment 1.

an unknown pixel is fed to the input of FS-FCSVM, the output

y is computed. If y ≥ θ, where θ is a predefined segmentation

threshold, the corresponding pixel is classified as “skin color”;

otherwise, it is classified as “nonskin color.” The number of

fuzzy rules after training is 30. The number of parameters in

FS-FCSVM and classification rate over the 10 000 training
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE METHODS USED IN EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3

pixels, as well as the segmentation time for each 640 × 480

image by FS-FCSVM after the hS values of each pixel are

obtained, are listed in Table I. The ROC curve for different

values of θ for the 500 test images is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5

illustrates the segmentation results of the test images in Fig. 3.

This figure shows that most of the misclassified pixels have

colors similar to yellow skin color.

For comparison, Gaussian kernel SVM and FNN classifiers

using the same feature are used in this experiment. For Gaussian

kernel SVM, the best coefficient C is found to be two after

several trials. The number of kernels, total number of parame-

ters, training result, and segmentation time for one image are

shown in Table I. The ROC curve is shown in Fig. 4. For FNN,

the structure is also learned by the fuzzy clustering used in

FS-FCSVM, and there are 30 rules in FNN. The parameters in

antecedent and consequent parts of FNN are learned by gradient

descent. The total number of parameters in FNN, training result,

and segmentation time are shown in Table I. The ROC curve for

test images is shown in Fig. 4. The results in Fig. 4 show that the

performance of FS-FCSVM is comparable to Gaussian kernel

SVM. However, FS-FCSVM shows the advantages of using

much smaller number of parameters and faster segmentation

time than SVM. The training result of FNN is slightly poorer

than that of FS-FCSVM, when the same number of rules is

used. However, Fig. 4 shows that the test result of FS-FCSVM

is much better than FNN. The reason is that parameters in FNN

are trained by minimizing empirical risk; whereas parameters

in FS-FCSVM are trained by minimizing structural risk.

Another commonly used classifier, i.e., the MGC [6], [7],

using hS pixel values, is also used for experiment. For MGC,

a mixture density function is expressed as the sum of Gaussian

kernels as follows:

P (
⇀
x) =

N
∑

i=1

wi

1

(2π)
3

2 |
∑

i|
1

2

× exp

(

−(
⇀
x −

⇀
µ i)

T
∑−1

i (
⇀
x −

⇀
µ i)

2

)

(26)

where
⇀
x is the hS color vector, and the contribution of the

ith Gaussian is determined by a scalar weight wi, mean vec-

tor
⇀
µ i, and diagonal covariance matrix

∑

i. We trained two

separate mixture models for the skin and nonskin classes. For

each model, 15 Gaussians are used so that there is a total of

30 Gaussians in MGC, with a Gaussian corresponding to a

rule in FS-FCSVM and FNN. The models were trained using

Fig. 6. ROC curves for test images with different segmentation methods using
average hS values in a block in experiments 2 and 3.

parallel implementation of the standard EM algorithm [7], [12].

We predefined a segmentation threshold θ, so that a particular

mixture density function is labeled skin color if

maxPskin(x)

maxPnonskin(x)
≥ θ. (27)

The number of parameters in MGC, training result, and seg-

mentation time are shown in Table I. The ROC curve is shown

in Fig. 4. The results show that the performance of MGC is

much worse than FS-FCSVM. In fact, both the training and

generalization performance using the statistical EM algorithm

are not good when only 10 000 pixels are used for training.

To achieve a better generalization result using EM algorithm,

a much larger size of training data is required.

Experiment 2: The average h and S values over 10 × 10

nonoverlapping blocks of pixels are used as features in this

experiment. For training data collection, ten skin color blocks

and ten nonskin blocks are randomly selected from each of

the 50 training images, and there is a total of 1000 blocks for

training. The average hS values of the 100 pixels in a block

are used as features, and there are 1000 sets of average hS

values used for training. The training results of FS-FCSVM

are shown in Table II. For test image segmentation, scans of

the whole image using nonoverlapping blocks are performed.

When a block is classified as skin color, all pixels in such a

10 × 10 block are classified as skin color. The ROC curve for

the test images is shown in Fig. 6, and the result is similar

to that in experiment 1. The advantage of using average hS

values of each block is that segmentation is performed on
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Fig. 7. Segmentation results for the test images in Fig. 3 by FS-FCSVM with
average h and S values over a 10 × 10 nonoverlapping block of pixels in
experiment 2.

blocks instead of pixels, so the segmentation time is reduced.

In this experiment, classification is performed 3072 times for

each image in contract to 307 200 times in experiment 1. The

segmentation time for one image in this experiment is shown

in Table II. The result shows that segmentation performed on

blocks is much faster than on pixels. This time considera-

tion is particularly important when real-time classification is

performed. Fig. 7 illustrates the segmentation results obtained

using the test images in Fig. 3. There are fewer noise in Fig. 7

when compared with the result in Fig. 5, and the cost is a lower

segmentation resolution in Fig. 7.

Segmentation by Gaussian kernel SVM, FNN, and MGC

using the same average h and S values of each block are also

experimented. Training results and segmentation time are

shown in Table II. ROC curves of these methods are shown in

Fig. 6. As in experiment 1, the performance of SVM is similar

to that of FS-FCSVM at the cost of using a much lager number

of parameters and slower segmentation time. Performance of

FNN and MGC are worse than FS-FCSVM when similar

numbers of parameters are used in these classifiers.

Experiment 3: The average h and S values over a 10 × 10

block of pixels are also used as features in this experiment

except that each block is classified according to the average

of the classification results of four neighboring blocks. The

trained FS-FCSVM in experiment 2 is used as the classi-

fier. For test image segmentation, scans of the whole image

using nonoverlapping blocks are performed. The outputs of

FS-FCSVM of these nonoverlapping blocks are recorded. The

next classification approach is illustrated in Fig. 8. To clas-

sify block A, the four FS-FCSVM classification outputs of

neighboring blocks B1, B2, B3, and B4 are computed and

averaged. If this average value is larger or equal to θ, then all

of the pixels in block A are classified as skin color. Except the

Fig. 8. Classification of block A is based on the average of classification
results of blocks B1–B4.

Fig. 9. Segmentation results for the test images in Fig. 3 by FS-FCSVM in
experiment 3.

boundary blocks, where the FS-FCSVM output is directly used

for classification, all of the nonoverlapping blocks are classified

in the same way. The ROC curve is shown in Fig. 6. Compared

with experiment 2, the results show that about 10% DR rate is

improved when FPR is around 0.1. For statistically significant

test, the t-test on the 500 test images is used. Denote the average

DR (FPR = 0.1) of FS-FCSVM with and without neighbor-

hood averaging by mave and mnon, respectively. The standard

deviations of FS-FCSVM with and without neighborhood aver-

aging are 7.3% and 8.8%, respectively. With significance level

α = 1%, the hypothesis mnon > mave against the alternative

mnon = mave is accepted. Table II shows that the improvement

is at the cost of only a slightly larger computation time. Fig. 9

illustrates the segmentation results of the test images in Fig. 3.

There are fewer noises in Fig. 9 when compared with the

segmentation results in Fig. 7. That is, the averaging operation

helps to eliminate noise. In addition, the segmented skin regions

in Fig. 9 are more compact than those in Fig. 7, which is helpful

in applications such as face detection and gesture recognition.

Experiment 4: Experiments on images with varying lighting

conditions are performed to test robustness of the proposed

FS-FCSVM method. For fair comparison with performance
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Fig. 10. ROC curves for the test database in experiment 3, its lighter (+15%,
+25%, and +35%) and darker (−15%, −25%, and −35%) versions using
FS-FCSVM with neighborhood averaging in experiment 4.

using the original test database, new test databases are created

by modifying the original test database with color appearance

shifts (both lighter and darker). The preliminary RGB values in

original test image database are all increased and decreased by a

certain percentage to create lighter and darker image databases,

respectively. This color shifting method was used in [26] for

lighting compensation in contrast to lighting robustness test in

this paper. Three new lighter image databases are created by

increasing the original RGB values by 15%, 25%, and 35%.

Note that when the RGB values are all larger than 255, a

saturation white color is obtained. Another three new darker

image databases are created by decreasing the original RGB

values by 15%, 25%, and 35%. The same trained FS-FCSVM

in experiment 3 is applied to these six new databases, and

segmentation process is the same as that used in experiment 3.

ROC curves of these six new databases and the original one

tested in experiment 3 are shown in Fig. 10 for comparison. The

ROC curves in Fig. 10 show that the segmentation method is

robust to darker images and is more sensitive to lighter images.

One major reason is that for some outdoors images, increment

in lightness of skin pixels may generate near-white color pixels

and result in wrong detection. The phenomenon becomes more

obvious when increment in lightness is larger.

Experiment 5: This experiment demonstrates how different

training conditions affect the performance of the proposed

method. A lighter version of the 1000 sets of training pixels

used in experiment 2 is created by increasing the RGB values of

each pixel by 35%. Then, average hS values of these new 1000

sets of training pixels are used for FS-FCSVM training. Train-

ing process of FS-FCSVM is the same as that in experiment 2.

The segmentation process and test database in experiment 3 are

also used to measure the trained FS-FCSVM performance, and

the corresponding ROC curve is shown in Fig. 11. Similarly,

training of FS-FCSVM using a darker version of the 1000 sets

of training pixels used in experiment 2 is also performed. The

ROC curve of this newly trained FS-FCSVM when applied

to the same test database in experiment 3 is also shown in

Fig. 11. The results in Fig. 11 show that performance using the

original training data and its darker version is very similar. The

Fig. 11. ROC curves of FS-FCSVM (with neighborhood averaging) trained
by the 1000 sets of training pixels in experiment 3, the lighter version (+35%)
of the training pixels and the darker version (−35%).

Fig. 12. Twelve of the 500 images for testing in experiment 6.

performance degrades when a lighter training database is used.

The explanation for this result is that lightness increment, in

some of the training pixels, may generate saturation white color

pixels as in experiment 4. Training of these white pixels as skin

colors degrades the test performance.

B. Skin Color Segmentation of People of Different Races

The database used is the California Institute of Technol-

ogy face database [30]. There are 450 images in total, which

contains 27 different people of different races and facial ex-

pressions. Each image consists of 896 × 592 pixels. As in

Section VI-A, training data are also collected from 50 images,

where ten skin color blocks and ten nonskin blocks are ran-

domly selected from each of the 50 training images, and there

is a total of 1000 blocks for training. The left 400 images are

used for testing. Twelve of the 500 test images are shown in

Fig. 12. The average h and S values over a 10 × 10 nonover-

lapping block of pixels are used as features, as in experiment 2.

Performance of FS-FCSVM, Gaussian kernel SVM, FNN, and

MGC are presented in the following experiment.
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Fig. 13. ROC curves of different methods in experiment 6.

Fig. 14. Segmentation results for the test images in Fig. 13 by FS-FCSVM
with neighborhood averaging in experiment 6.

Experiment 6: Parameters for FS-FCSVM training are the

same as those used in Section VI-A. After training, there

are 30 rules in FS-FCSVM. For FS-FCSVM, segmentations

of an image with and without neighborhood averaging (as in

experiments 2 and 3) are performed. The ROC curves are

shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 illustrates the segmentation results

of the test images in Fig. 12 by FS-FCSVM with neighborhood

averaging. For comparison methods, there are 30 rules in FNN

and 30 Gaussians in MGC. ROC curves of these comparison

methods are shown in Fig. 13. As in experiment 2, FS-FCSVM

shows better performance than FNN and MGC. As in

experiment 3, FS-FCSVM with neighborhood averaging

shows a better performance than that without neighborhood

averaging. Since segmentation on skin colors of multiple

races is performed, Fig. 13 shows that the performance of

FS-FCSVM with neighborhood averaging is a little worse than

that in experiment 3 where segmentation on yellow skin color

is performed.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes skin color image segmentation by

FS-FCSVM. Compared with the two widely used FNN and

SVM classifiers, we have shown the advantages of FS-FCSVM.

With a similar number of parameters in FS-FCSVM and FNN,

the test result shows that the FS-FCSVM achieves higher

generalization ability. With similar segmentation performance,

both the number of parameters in FS-FCSVM and computation

time are much smaller than in Gaussian kernel SVM. In other

words, structure learning by fuzzy clustering helps to reduce the

number of rules in FS-FCSVM. Parameter learning by linear

SVM is based on structural risk minimization (or minimizing

the test error) and helps to keep high generalization ability in

FS-FCSVM. Performance of FS-FCSVM using different types

of features based on hS color model is tested. In the future, the

use of other color models and lighting compensation techniques

will be studied to further improve segmentation performance. In

application, we will also apply the proposed method to gesture

recognition and face detection problems.
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